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boldt and Lieutenant Zebulon Pike of the U.S. Army mark the beginning of the Amer-
ican period of cartography. The scientific and quite beautiful New Mexican area maps
from the massive systematic survey of the American West carried out by Lieutenant
George M. Wheeler of the U.S. Army Corps of Topographical Engineers in 1872–1884
are given their due prominence. In his explanations, Eidenbach puts each map into its
historical context and does not neglect some of the more important overarching themes
such as the role of the military, Spanish and American, in the scientific mapping of the
region. Another real plus of this volume, confirmed in its cartobibliography, is that all
of its maps are online at various sites and readily downloadable for closer scrutiny.
If the compendium has a problem, it is one of emphasis. Of its 89 maps, 28 are from
the brief period of 1836–1865, from the coming of the Mexican-American War to the
end of the American Civil War. Given that the historiography of New Mexico too is
particularly predisposed in this regard, the presence of this cartographic over-concen-
tration is somewhat understandable if not excusable. There are also no maps for the
immediate statehood era; there is in fact a noticeable gap in the cartography for the
years 1890–1918. Last, there are only three maps for the twentieth century to 1941,
and it is rather regrettable that the scope of the book does not include the time from
the Second World War to the present. This is a period rich in maps reflecting New
Mexico’s boosterism and tourism, energy extraction and related industries, and scien-
tific and technological developments, among others.
Despite the comparatively minor limitations already mentioned, Eidenbach has created
an important and handsome volume about New Mexico and the Greater Southwest for
New Mexicans and those interested in them. It is easily among the best of the state
atlases of this type. Furthermore, it clearly demonstrates that maps are vital and com-
plex sources for historical research and not simply attractive illustrations for its results. 
The University of Texas, Arlington DENNIS REINHART, PROFESSOR EMERITUS
Arlington, Texas
Indigenous Dance and Dancing Indian: Contested Representation in the Global Era. By
Matthew Krystal. Boulder: University Press of Colorado, 2012. Pp. xxii, 360. Fig-
ures. Preface. Works Cited. Index. $70.00 cloth.
Indigenous Dance and Dancing Indian focuses on four different dance traditions in the
United States and Guatemala as examples of “secular ritual” that make use of the spe-
cial formal properties of dance to construct “multivalent” models of ethnic identity for
their performers and audiences. After describing this basic theoretical framework in
chapter 1, Krystal spends chapter 2 critiquing the idea of authenticity as a “folk theory”
about culture that can accord value to indigenous identity and imagery symbolic in the
global era, but that if uncritically deployed can also constrain or undermine the efforts
of marginalized groups to cultivate valued identities in the present by stigmatizing evi-
dence of contemporaneity and change. These two chapters establish a compelling
framework for the case studies that follow. 
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Chapters 3 and 4 look at the K’iche’ Maya “Dance of Conquest,” the subject of Krys-
tal’s dissertation research in Guatemala in 1994–1994, during which time he appren-
ticed at a traditional dance regalia shop in Totonicapan. The chapters explore how the
Dance of Conquest, introduced by the Spanish as part of an effort to convert the
K’iche peoples and later appropriated by the Guatemalan state to encourage national-
ism, “codes counter-hegemonic strategies and ideas” while providing a “storehouse of
meanings and symbols, the nuts and bolts of the belief and practice Maya cultural
activists seek to preserve and revitalize” (p. 84). 
Chapters 5 through 7 focus on American Indian powwows. Based on fieldwork at a
dozen powwows in the Upper Midwest, plus some additional “electronic ethnogra-
phy” on powwow websites (p. 94), Krystal recounts the general history of the powwow
from the late nineteenth century to the present, offers analyses of some ritual elements
of its repertoire, and then reflects on the various forms of Indian identity enacted
within them. He argues that in addition to its self-representational functions, the
powwow “enacts one dimension of sovereignty” by defining norms for group behav-
ior and articulating individuals to them (p. 105). 
Chapters 8 through 10 focus on “folkloric dances” as non-ritualized, theatrical per-
formances depicting indigenous cultures, originally developed and sponsored by states
as part of efforts to appropriate indigenous images as elements of national cultures.
Drawing on fieldwork in Guatemala and Chicago, Krystal looks at how such dances
have been appropriated, and counter-appropriated, by indigenous peoples and immi-
grants as the means to assert cultural difference in situations defined by social inequal-
ity and the denial of cultural diversity. 
Chapters 11 through 13 focus on a fourth example of representational dance, Ameri-
can Indian sports mascot performances in the United States. Krystal argues that such
dances are appropriations of indigenous dance traditions and turn their symbolism into
secular rituals reproducing settler identities. Krystal uses the controversy surrounding
the University of Illinois’s mascot “Chief Illiniwek,” which uses stereotypical imagery
of the befeathered plains warrior to draw out the colonial myths of the “Vanishing
Indian” invoked by such mascots, suggesting that they function as a mode of “imperi-
alist nostalgia” that affirms their non-indigenous devotees as the authentic successors
to the “real Indians” of the past (p. 229). 
The conclusion consists of two chapters, the first of which compares the four forms of
dance and a final chapter that reflects on the role that ideas of authenticity play in such
performances. Krystal criticizes non-indigenous audiences for reacting to the alienation
of “market capitalist modernity” in terms of a mythology of conquest that obscures the
inequalities and injustice plaguing contemporary indigenous lives (p. 291). He notes
that representational dance offers indigenous people a symbolic vehicle for a politics of
“decolonization,” and gives to ethnically marginalized immigrants a way to counter
negative stereotypes with ennobling images (291). 
Indigenous Dance and Dancing Indian offers a valuable overview of the themes pres-
ent in these four dances. Given the theoretical strength of the introduction, it is unfor-
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tunate that Krystal did not attempt a final synthesis of the results of the four case stud-
ies in terms of his initial model of secular ritual in the conclusion. His analyses also tend
to substitute discussions of the secondary literature for his own ethnographic observa-
tions, limiting the latter to anecdotal, largely decorative framing passages. 
Despite these limitations, however, Krystal makes some insightful observations about
each form of performance, as in his comments on various aspects of the secular ritual-
ism carried out through the events of the contemporary powwow in Chapter 6. Indige-
nous Dance and the Dancing Indian thus constitutes a useful introduction to the sym-
bolism of indigenous identities in these dance performances, particularly for
undergraduate courses. 
Iowa State University GRANT ARNDT
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Vistas: Visual Culture in Spanish America, 1520–1820 (DVD). By Dana Leibsohn, Bar-
bara E. Mundy. Austin: University of Texas Press, 2010. Color $39.95.
Vistas is a resource for teaching the visual culture of colonial Spanish America. Like an
art history textbook, it provides access to objects, images, and buildings that enliven
stories of social interaction and political change in a particular time and place. But
unlike a traditional textbook, the project is presented as a DVD that allows for multi-
ple ways of engaging with its gallery of over 300 high-quality digital images, its selec-
tions from primary text sources, and the contextual and interpretive material provided
by the authors. All texts are provided in both Spanish and English.
The DVD’s rich content is organized into six themes that could serve as instructional
units; these are presented in an order that hints at an ambivalence toward chronology as
an organizing principle. For example, “Making Sense of the Pre-Columbian” is the first
theme, but in the accompanying narrative the authors stress the multiplicity of ideas
about the pre-Hispanic past that have circulated from the sixteenth century to the pres-
ent. “‘The pre-Columbian,” they argue, “was—indeed, still is—a constantly shifting
concept.” The authors present images ranging from pre-Columbian architecture at
Teotihuacan to Antonio de León y Gama’s eighteenth-century image of Coatlicue, and
texts ranging from Cortés’s description of Aztec Tenochtitlan (1520) to an excerpt from
the nineteenth-century writings of Guillermo Dupaix. The other themes are similarly
trans-historical. In “Reckoning with Mestizaje,” the authors argue that “today, reckon-
ing with mestizaje evokes not only the dark history of discrimination but also the rich-
ness and complexity of cultural interaction that took place over three hundred years.” 
Coursing through all of the themes are ideas about indigenous agency and social strat-
ification. For example, “The Political Force of Images” introduces the concept of
viceregal rule and the hierarchy of political officeholders in colonial Spanish America,
arguing that “the experience of political force was most keenly felt through images,
objects, and rituals.” The survey narrative tempers this statement with the observation
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